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In this paper, the concept of kinematic fractionation is introduced for epicyclic gear tra
(EGTs) which contains structural fractionation as a degenerate case. With the conce
kinematic fractionation, kinematically independent group(s) embedded in an EGT ca
identified. A composition list, which depicts the links and the link connection in
associated group, is used to determine the type of fractionation. It is found that
previously enumerated structurally non-fractionated EGTs in the literature are kinem
cally fractionated. It is shown that a structurally non-fractionated EGT may be kinem
cally fractionated while a structurally fractionated EGT must be kinematically fracti
ated. The concept of kinematic fractionation can lead to efficient topological analys
EGTs with physical comprehension.@S1050-0472~00!01604-4#
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1 Introduction
The concept of decomposition has been used widely to simp

the complex design processes and to constitute the foundatio
modular design. Traditionally, the fractionation of a gear
mechanism is recognized from the existence of cut links@1#.
However, this approach extremely limits the definition of fractio
ation since only structural properties are taken into account. In
kinematic analysis of geared mechanisms, it is common that s
kinematic equations have to be grouped to obtain a common v
able~s! which carry the given input information to the output lin
The grouping of equations implies that geared mechanisms
be decomposed according to, not only its physical structure,
the kinematic properties as well.

There are numerous papers and articles on the topological
thesis of geared mechanisms. Applying Boolean algebra, Freu
stein @2# enumerated one-degree-of-freedom~dof! EGTs with up
to five links. Tsai@3# presented a generic approach to find one-
EGTs with up to six links. Tsai and Lin@1# applied a modified
generic approach to find structurally non-fractionated two-
EGTs with up to seven links. With the admissible graph meth
Hsu @4# constructed an atlas of non-fractionated EGTs with up
three-dof and four gear pairs. However, in the above resu
EGTs were regarded as non-fractionated only from the struct
point of view since no cut link can be identified. The embedd
kinematic fractionation inside an EGT was not investigated.

In the design decomposition analysis, Wagner and Papalam
@5# used the functional dependence table to show the rela
among design variables and to find potential grouping of the
jective functions. Kusiak and Larson@6# used the constraint
parameter incidence matrix to decompose the constraints in a
sign problem. However, by applying the above methods,
EGTs can only be decomposed according to the structural
straints. Hence, a tool for unraveling the embedded grouping
kinematic relations is needed.

In this paper, the traditional definition of fractionation is r
viewed and an extensive definition of fractionation is introduc
by investigating the embedded kinematic relations in an EGT.
approach based on the generalized vertex-vertex adjacency m
is developed to find the composition list~s! of an EGT, which
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contains the links and the link connection in a kinematically
dependent group. From the composition list, the type of fracti
ation can be determined. It is shown that a structurally n
fractionated EGT may be kinematically fractionated while
structurally fractionated EGT must be kinematically fractionate
It is found that most 1-dof up to 6-link and 2-dof up to 7-lin
non-fractionated EGTs enumerated by Freudenstein@2#, Tsai @3#,
Hsu @4#, and Tsai and Lin@1# can be further fractionated via th
concept of kinematic fractionation. With the concept of kinema
fractionation, the kinematically independent group~s! is identified
and the kinematic interactions inside an EGT are exposed ex
itly. According to the revealed kinematic insight, it is shown th
topological analysis of EGTs can be guided with physical co
prehension and completed in an efficient manner.

2 Structural Fractionation
In a graph representation of an EGT, vertices denote links

the joint between links are denoted by edges. A thin edge re
sents a revolute joint and a heavy edge represents a gear
Also, each thin edge is labeled according to its axis positi
The following definitions are reviewed for the discussion
fractionations:
a. pseudo-isomorphism

The sub-graph of an EGT obtained by deleting all heavy ed
forms a tree@2#. In particular, the connection of a sub-tree com
posed of vertices having the same label can be rearranged wit
changing the kinematic characteristics of the corresponding E
The operation of coaxial rearrangement is called vertex select
Two graphs are said to be pseudo-isomorphic if they become
morphic after one or more vertex selections.
b. articulated kinematic chain

An articulation point is defined as a vertex in a graph who
removal results in an increase of the number of components
kinematic chain in which sub-graphs are connected by one
more articulation points, is said to be an articulated kinema
chain.
c. cut link

The link corresponding to an articulation point in a graph
called a cut link since the associated kinematic chain can be
into sub-chains at the cut link.

The concept of structural fractionation regards an EGT as fr
tionated if cut link~s! exists in the gear train. Accordingly, an EG
can be fractionated through structural fractionation if at least
articulation point can be found in its graph representation or in
r:
000 by ASME DECEMBER 2000, Vol. 122 Õ 479
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derived pseudo-isomorphic graphs. Separating from the cut
an EGT can be divided into groups which can be viewed as s
mechanisms. Figure 1~a! shows the functional schematic of a di
ferential mechanism and Fig. 1~b! is the associated graph repr
sentation after deleting redundant links and joints. In Fig. 1~b!, the
square vertices stand for the carriers, the dark vertex for the in
link and the shaded vertices for output links. By vertex selectio
one of its pseudo-isomorphic graphs is shown in Fig. 1~c! in
which link 3 is identified as a cut link. Separating the cut link, t
differential mechanism is fractionated into two groups as sho
in Fig. 1~d!. Hence, the differential mechanism is a structura
fractionated EGT.

3 Kinematic Fractionation

3.1 The Concept of Kinematic Fractionation. Figure 2~a!
shows the 1400-1-4 geared kinematic chain@2#. Since no articu-
lation point can be found in all its pseudo-isomorphic graphs,
given kinematic chain is structurally non-fractionated. For t

Fig. 1 A differential mechanism; „a… The functional represen-
tation; „b… The graph representation; „c… A pseudo-isomorphic
graph
480 Õ Vol. 122, DECEMBER 2000
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geared kinematic chain, the fundamental circuits are~1,2!~3!,
~5,2!~3! and~1,4!~5! and the associated fundamental circuit equ
tions @7# can be written as

u135e21•u23 (1a)

u535e25•u23 (1b)

u155e41•u45 (1c)

whereu ij is the relative angular displacement between links i a
j, and exy is the ratio of the number of teeth in gear x to that
gear y.

Suppose that links 4, 3 and 5 are selected as input, output,
ground links, respectively. The output angular displacementu35 is
to be expressed in terms of the input angular displacementu45.
However, the desired kinematic relation does not show up exp
itly. To expressu35 in terms ofu45, we need an additional equa
tion that represents the relation among the coaxial links 1, 3 an

u135u152u35 (2)

By taking vertex selection among links 1, 3 and 5, a pseu
isomorphic graph can be obtained as shown in Fig. 2~b!. In Fig.
2~b!, a thin edge between vertices 1 and 5 is formed to replace
thin edge between vertices 1 and 3. From Fig. 2~b!, it can be seen
that the angular displacementu15 is influenced by the input angu
lar displacementu45 through fundamental circuit~1,4!~5!. In turn,

Fig. 2 A 1-dof 5-link EGT „1400-1-4 graph …; „a… The graph rep-
resentation; „b… A pseudo-isomorphic graph; „c… The fraction-
ated groups
Transactions of the ASME
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u15 influences the fundamental circuits~1,2!~3!, ~5,2!~3! simulta-
neously since vertices 1 and 5 are at the two ends of the he
edged path 1-2-5. The pseudo-isomorphic graph shown in
2~b! thus, provides a clearer picture of the connection among
three fundamental circuits. It can be seen that the three fundam
tal circuits are divided into two groups, one is~1,4!~5! and the
other consists of~1,2!~3! and~5,2!~3!, with u15 being the common
variable between the sets of equations representing the
groups. Corresponding to the common variable, vertices 1 an
and their connecting thin edge are considered a common link
between the two groups. Separating the graph from the com
linkage results in the fractionation shown in Fig. 2~c!. In Fig. 2~c!,
the upper group consists of the two coupled fundamental circ
~1,2!~3!, ~5,2!~3!, and the lower group consists of the fundamen
circuit ~1,4!~5!.

From the lower group, the input information is transformed
terms of u15 by Eq. ~1c! and is transmitted to the upper grou
through the common linkage in between. From Eqs.~1a! and~1b!,
the output angular displacementu35 can be written as

u3552u5352e25•u2352
e25

e21
•u13 (3)

Substituting Eq.~2! into Eq. ~3!, yields

u355
e25

e252e21
•u15 (4)

By substituting Eq.~1c! into Eq. ~4!, we have

u355
e25•e41

e252e21
•u45 (5)

From the above derivation, it can be seen that the group a
ciated with Eq.~1c! is used to transform the angular displaceme
of the input link while the group associated with Eqs.~1a! and
~1b! is used to generate the angular displacement of the ou
link. The common thin edge between the two groups receives
input information and carries into the group containing the out
link. The derivation shows that proper grouping of fundamen
circuit equations can lead to the fractionation of embedded k
matic relations.

From the observation of Fig. 2~c!, it is found that there is a
common transfer vertex for gear pairs in each fractionated gro
The observation implies that the separation of transfer vert
leads to the fractionation of coupled kinematic relations. In e
fractionated group, fundamental circuits are serially connecte
the n-link case shown in Fig. 3. The geared path conveys
kinematic information to each fundamental circuit in the sa
group in sequence. In view of the distinct power transmiss
path, each group can be regarded as a sub-mechanism in the

3.2 Kinematic Fractionation vs. Structural Fractionation.
The concept of structural fractionation uses the existence of
link~s! as the foundation of fractionation while the concept
kinematic fractionation fractionates an EGT according to the e
bedded kinematic relations. However, similar characteristics
can be found from the two types of fractionation:

1 From the concept of structural fractionation, the removal
the articulation point increases the number of components
geared kinematic chain. From the concept of kinematic fracti

Fig. 3 A typical group
Journal of Mechanical Design
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ation, removal of the vertices and edges on the common link
can also increase the number of components of a geared kinem
chain.

2 Separation of a cut link results in structurally independ
sub-mechanisms while the separation of the common link
leads to sub-mechanisms which are kinematically independen
others.

It can be found that by regarding a cut link as the degene
case of a common linkage, a structurally fractionated EGT
also possess the characteristics of kinematically fractionation
contrast, a kinematically fractionated EGT is not necessa
structurally fractionated, such as the 1400-1-4 graph in Fig. 2~a!.
Hence, the concept of kinematic fractionation contains the c
cept of structural fractionation as a sub-case.

4 Determination of the Type of Fractionation
By modifying the link adjacency matrix@8#, the generalized

vertex-vertex adjacency matrix is introduced to express the r
tions in a geared kinematic chain and can be defined as:

V5@vij# (6)

where vij50 if there is no joint between the links corresponding
vertices i and j, vij5G if the links corresponding to vertices i an
j form a geared pair, vij5axis label if vertices i and j represen
coaxial links, and vii51.

Such as the 1400-1-4 graph shown in Fig. 2~a!, the generalized
vertex-vertex adjacency matrix can be expressed as

V5F 1 G x G x

G 1 y 0 G

x y 1 0 x

G 0 0 1 z

x G x z 1

G (7)

For a given vertex-vertex adjacency matrix, the following pro
erties of the corresponding gear train are revealed:

1 A link can be recognized as the carrier associated with a g
pair if more than two axis labels can be found in the cor
sponding row.

2 The relation between a gear pair and the identified carr
can be determined according to the following rule:

For Vij5G, link k is the carrier between gears i and j if Vik and
Vjk have different axis labels since a carrier must carry a pai
gears in different axes.

Based on the above properties of vertex-vertex adjacency
trix, a procedure to find the kinematically independent group~s! in
an EGT is developed as follows:
Step 1: Establish the generalized vertex-vertex adjacency ma
Step 2: Identify the carrier~s! and the associated gear pairs

By examining all the G elements in upper triangle of a verte
vertex adjacency matrix, the carrier~s! and the associated gea
pairs can be found.

For the 1400-1-4 graph, link 3 and link 5 are recognized
carriers. From Eq.~7!, the G elements are found in V12,V14,V25.
For V12, it is found that V135x and V235y. Hence, gear links 1
and 2 are carried by link 3, and the relation is denoted as~1,2!~3!.
Similarly, gear links 1 and 4 are found being carried by link 5, a
gear links 2 and 5 by link 3. The gear pairs and associated car
are denoted as~1,4!~5! and ~2,5!~3!, respectively.
Step 3: Construct the composition list

The composition of a group can be found by collecting t
connected gear pairs carried by an identical carrier. The com
sition of a group is denoted as a composition list in the followi
form:

@carrier;~gear pair!,~gear pair!, ¯# (8)
DECEMBER 2000, Vol. 122 Õ 481
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For the above example, two composition lists can be found

@3;~1,2!,~2,5!# (9a)

@5;~1,4!# (9b)

A composition list reveals not only the links in a group but t
connections among links are shown as well. Note that the gro
ing of the links in Eqs.~9a! and ~9b! is identical to the graph
representation in Fig.~2c!.

From the above steps, the kinematically independent group
an EGT can be identified. The composition lists provide the f
lowing information:

1 The number of composition lists is equal to the number
kinematically independent groups in an EGT.

2 The common member~s! of two composition lists represent
the link~s! on the common linkage of the associated grou

According to the above two properties, the obtained comp
tion lists can be used to determine the type of fractionation:
Type 1: An EGT is kinematically non-fractionated if only on
composition list is obtained.

Considering the 2210-1-4a graph@2# in Fig. 4, the generalized
vertex-vertex adjacency matrix can be expressed as:

V5F 1 G G y G

G 1 x x x

G x 1 x x

y x x 1 x

G x x x 1

G (10)

The gear pairs and the associated carriers can be foun
~1,2!~4!, ~1,3!~4! and ~1,5!~4!, and the composition list can b
expressed as

@4;~1,2!,~1,3!,~1,5!# (11)

Since only one composition list is obtained, the 2210-1
graph is kinematically non-fractionated.
Type 2: An EGT is both structurally and kinematically fraction
ated if more than one composition lists can be obtained and
number of common members of the composition lists is equa
one.

For the differential mechanism in Fig. 1~a!, the generalized
vertex-vertex adjacency matrix can be expressed as

V53
0 b a 0 a a

b 0 G 0 0 0

a G 0 c a a

0 0 c 0 G G

a 0 a G 0 a

a 0 a G a 0

4 (12)

From Eq. ~12!, links 1 and 3 are recognized as the trans
vertices and the composition lists are determined as

@1;~2,3!# (13a)

@3;~4,5!,~4,6!# (13b)

Fig. 4 The graph representation of the 2210-1-4a graph
482 Õ Vol. 122, DECEMBER 2000
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From Eqs.~13a! and ~13b!, it can be found that links~1,2,3!
form a group and links~3,4,5,6! form another group. The two
composition lists have only one common member, link 3, wh
represents the cut link between the two groups. Hence, the di
ential mechanism is both structurally and kinematically fractio
ated. Note that a cut link represents a degenerate case o
common linkage.
Type 3: An EGT is structurally non-fractionated but is kinema
cally fractionated~SNKF! if more than one composition lists ca
be obtained and the number of common members of the com
sition lists is greater than one.

For the case of 1400-1-4 graph, Eqs.~9a! and ~9b! represents
the obtained two composition lists in which two common me
bers, links 1 and 5, are found. Hence, the 1400-1-4 graph is st
turally non-fractionated but is kinematically fractionated.

Applying the above procedure to the existing atlas of 1-d
structurally non-fractionated EGTs@2,3,4#, it can be found that for
five-link case, there are originally thirteen non-fractionated EG
and six of them can be further fractionated via the concept
kinematic fractionation as shown in Fig. 5. As for six-link cas
fifty-four of the eighty-one non-fractionated EGTs are determin
as kinematically fractionated. Table 1 shows the fractionated
sults of the 1-dof up to 6-link and 2-dof up to 7-link structural
non-fractionated EGTs. From Table 1, it can be seen that all t
dof structurally non-fractionated EGTs are kinematica
fractionated.

5 Application
Topological analysis is the procedure to determine all adm

sible ways of assigning ground, input and output links~G/I/O! in
a given kinematic chain@9#. Based on the following topologica
requirements of the desired mechanism.

1 Input and output must be connected to the fixed link
revolute joints,

2 The gear train must not contain any links which do not ha
any effect on the overall gear ratio,

Fig. 5 1-dof 5-link kinematically fractionated GKCs

Table 1 Fractionated results of 1-dof up to 6-link and 2-dof up
to 7-link EGTs
Transactions of the ASME
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Olson et al.@9# introduced an inspection approach for the top
logical analysis by using the coincident-joint graph to determ
all possible ways to assign G/I/O. From these possible arran
ments, admissible configurations are determined by elimina
those configurations with superfluous~redundant! links. Although
this approach is quite straightforward but is exhaustive in de
mining all assignments. Table 2 shows the possible ways@9# to
assign G/I/O for the 1400-1-4 graph. It can be found that there
seven possible ways to assign G/I/O but only one set of G
assignment is valid.

With the concept of kinematic fractionation, a supplement
limitation is provided in determining possible G/I/O assignme
Since each fractionated group is kinematically independent
G/I/O must be distributed in these groups. For a group with
functionary links, the group must be redundant in the wh
mechanism. For the same 1400-1-4 graph, two groups are
tained via kinematic fractionation as shown in Fig. 2~c!. To locate
the input and output links adjacent to the ground, a thin-ed
path connecting three vertices is required. Also, the thin-ed
path must traverse the two groups to avoid groups being red
dant. From Fig. 2~b!, 4-5-3 is recognized as the only one possib
thin-edged path to locate G/I/O. On the thin-edged path,
ground can be assigned to vertices with degree larger tha
equal to two. Hence, on the path 4-5-3, vertex 5 is found to be
only feasible location for ground and vertices 4 and 3 is assig
for input and output links. Note that, the distinction between
input and output links is unnecessary since the power flow pa
kept the same but merely with inverse direction. In the abo
illustration, only one set of G/I/O is tried for the 1400-1-4 gra
and the correct configuration is obtained directly.

Table 2 G ÕIÕO assignment of the 1400-1-4 graph
Journal of Mechanical Design
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From the above analyzing process, it can be seen that the
cept of kinematic fractionation provides a clear physical und
standing about the kinematic relations between groups and l
to a rational way to determine the G/I/O assignment. Compar
to the result of Olson et al.@9#, it can be seen that the topologica
analysis with the add of kinematic fractionating obtains the sa
result but is completed in a much more efficient manner si
unnecessary G/I/O assignments can be avoided.

6 Conclusion
The concept of kinematic fractionation has been introduced

disclose the kinematic interactions within an EGT. The basis
fractionate EGTs is extended to take kinematic properties
account. A systematic procedure is presented to find the kinem
cally independent group~s! embedded in an EGT. It is shown tha
the kinematically fractionated EGTs may be structurally fractio
ated while the structurally fractionated EGTs must be kinem
cally fractionated. Based on the concept of kinematic fractio
ation, an efficient method for topological analysis of EGTs th
provides clear physical understanding has been developed.
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